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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which protocol provides the strongest throughput performance
when using Cisco AnyConnect VPN?
A. TLSv1.2
B. TLSv1.1
C. BJTLSvl
D. DTLSv1
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
To utilize Domino Configuration Tuner, the person running the
tool must have which of the following rights?
A. At least Read access to the Domino Directory as well as
"View console access" as defined in the server documents
B. At least Read access to the Domino Directory as well as
"View only administrators" access as defined in server
documents
C. At least Designer access to the Domino Directory as well as
Read access to the Domino server log files
D. At least Editor access to the Domino Directory as well as
"Full access administrators" access as defined in server
documents

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company is using multiple AWS accounts. The DNS records are
stored in a private hosted zone for Amazon Route 53 in Account
A.
The company's applications and databases are running in Account
B.
A solutions architect will deploy a two-tier application in a
new VPC. To simplify the configuration, the db.example.com
CNAME record set for the Amazon RDS endpoint was created in a
private hosted zone for Amazon Route 53 During deployment the
application failed to start Troubleshooting revealed that
db.example.com is not resolvable on the Amazon EC2 instance.
The solutions architect confirmed that the record set was
created correctly in Route 53.
Which combination of steps should the solutions architect take
to resolve this issue? (Select TWO)
A. Associate a new VPC in Account B with a hosted zone in
Account A Delete the association authorization in Account A
B. Deploy the database on a separate EC2 instance in the new
VPC Create a record set for the instance's private IP in the
private hosted zone
C. Use SSH to connect to the application tier EC2 instance Add
an RDS endpoint IP address to the /etc/resolv conf file
D. Create a private hosted zone for the example com domain in
Account B Configure Route 53 replication between AWS accounts
E. Create an authorization to associate the private hosted zone
in Account A with the new VPC in Account B
Answer: C,E
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